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Who in their right mind would publish a field guide to spiders? Kollath-Stensaas Publishing of Duluth, Minnesota is who. And this is their second guide to the eight-legged critters (the first was for the North Woods of Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan). South Carolina naturalist/researcher/author L. L.“Chick” Gaddy highlights 100 species of spiders from 26 families, including the huge Carolina Wolf Spider, the poisonous Black Widow, the colorful Basilica Spider, and the bizarre Spinybacked Orbweaver. It turns out that spiders are pretty interesting after all. Here are a few natural history nuggets gleaned from the 208 page book.

The Trapdoor Spider actually creates a hidden door from which it pounces on unsuspecting prey.
Amazingly, birds have been trapped in the giant webs of Golden Silk Orbweavers.
Goldenrod Crab Spiders can change color to match the flower they sit on!

But this handy book is more than words; Over 200 superb color photos and 106 illustrations detail the 100 species that one is most likely to see in the Carolinas. Each family of spiders has an intro page with detailed drawings of a typical web, a spider face with eye arrangement (important for identifying families) and a life-size silhouette. A couple features on the species pages make identification easier. To better define size, there is a black bar on each main photo that shows the body length and legspan for both males and females. And especially useful for novice spider-watchers are the arrows that point to distinctive and diagnostic features to look for in the field. The text is divided into sections: Description, Web & Hunting Techniques, Egg Sac & Eggs, Life Cycle, and Range. But my personal favorite is the sidebar called Nature Notes that highlights interesting tidbits and personal stories about that spider.

Sized perfectly for throwing in a daypack for a hike in the woods (or beach...or mountains), this guide covers all Carolina habitats from the barrier islands, coastal plain and sandhills to the piedmont, Blue Ridge and even Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
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